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Introduction
Another interesting FEM approach proposed by
Kampinga is the sequential linearized Navier-Stokes
(SLNS). By an orders of magnitude analysis, Kampinga
showed that it is possible to decouple the fundamental
equations into three independent equations by neglecting
less important terms[5]. In the presented simulations
only the FLNS implementation will be used for comparison. More speciﬁcally the FLNS implementation found
in COMSOL Multiphysics.

This work presents an updated overview of numerical
methods including acoustic viscous and thermal losses.
Numerical modelling of viscothermal losses has gradually become more important due to the general trend
of making acoustic devices smaller. Not including viscothermal acoustic losses in such numerical computations
will therefore lead to inaccurate or even wrong results.
Both, Finite Element Method (FEM) and Boundary Element Method (BEM), formulations are available that
incorporate these loss mechanisms. Including viscothermal losses in FEM computations can be computationally
very demanding, due to the meshing of very thin boundary layers and the added degrees of freedom[3]. These implications can be avoided using the BEM with losses,[?]
but other shortcomings aﬀect this formulation as well.
Through a simple academic test case, well established
acoustic implementations and a newly proposed coupled
FEM and BEM method including viscothermal dissipation are compared and investigated.

Dissipative Boundary Element model
Several authors have shown the possibility of BEM models including losses. Dokumaci[6][7] and Karra[8] presented diﬀerent approaches where viscothermal losses
were included int the BEM. But both include some
restrictions using approximations or neglecting viscosity. Later, Cutanda extended the concept of Karra to
include both viscous and thermal losses, without any
simpliﬁcation[9][10][11][12]. The BEM presented by Cutanda takes its starting point at the Kirchoﬀ decomposition of the Navier-Stokes equations,

Dissipative Finite Element models
For general geometries mainly two FEM approaches exist, with the most common being the full linearised
Navier-Stokes (FLNS). This approach has been studied
by several authors[1][2][3][4]. Assuming no simpliﬁcation
the linearised Navier-stokes, continuity and energy equations are solved using classical FEM




2
iωρ0 u = ∇ · −pI + μσ −
μ − μB (∇ · u) I
(1)
3
iωρ + ρ0 ∇ · u

(2)

iωρ0Cp T = −∇ · (−λ∇T ) + iωα0 T0 p

(3)

ρ = ρ0 (βT p − α0 T )

(4)

∇2 pa + ka2 pa = 0
2

∇ ph + kh2 ph
∇2vv + kv2vv

(5)

=0
=0

(6)
with

∇ · vv = 0

(7)

where pa , ph ,vv ,ka ,kh and kv are the acoustic pressure,
thermal pressure, viscous velocity, acoustic wavenumber,
thermal wavenumber and viscous wavenumber, respectively. The equation-set reassembles three Helmholtz
equations, all discretized, using collocation and coupled
through the boundary, assuming isothermal and non-slip
boundary conditions. While the method has shown the
capability to tackle large complex problems [13] some
shortcomings are still present. In general coupling of the
equations is handled through ﬁrst and second tangential
derivatives of the acoustic pressure using a simple ﬁnite
diﬀerence scheme, presumably having an impact on the
general accuracy. The implementation used in the further comparison is the open source OpenBEM MATLAB
library[15], for axi-symmetric and 3D cases with losses,
extended by the ﬁrst author to include losses in 2D.

Usually the resulting system of equations is expressed
from the acoustic pressure p, particle velocity u and
temperature T . The remaining quantities are; the static
density ρ0 , the static temperature T0 , the dynamic
viscosity μ, the bulk viscosity μB , the heat capacity at
constant pressure Cp , the thermal conductivity λ, the
coeﬃcient of thermal expansion α0 and the isothermal
compressibility βT . Further σ = ∇u + ∇uT .
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New coupled Finite Element and Boundary Element Method with dissipation

(18) and using Equation (10), (11), (15) and (16) it is
obtained that

The starting point of the coupled FEM and BEM is the
Kirchhoﬀ decomposition, discretizing Equation (5) using
FEM and Equation (6) and (7) with BEM. The presented
derivation is very compact and we refer the reader to a
more thorough derivation of the pure BEM in [10]. The
discretized equations yields




∂vv,n
= N1 ◦ B−1
vv,n
v Av
∂n

 −1 
+ N2 ◦ Bv Av vv,t

(19)

N1 = nx nTx + ny nTy

(20)

N2 = nx tTx + ny tTy

(21)

where,



∂p
−Ka − ka2 Ma pa + Θa a
∂n
∂ph
Ah ph − Bh
∂n
∂vv,x
Av vv,x − Bv
∂n
∂vv,y
Av vv,y − Bv
∂n

=0

(8)

=0

(9)

=0

(10)

=0

(11)

Now the second term in Equation (17) can be found by
taking the tangential derivative of Equation (14), yielding
∂vv,t
∂vb,t
=
− φ a Δt p a − φ h Δt p h
(22)
∂t
∂t

Where Ka , Ma , Θa are the acoustic ﬁnite element stiﬀness, mass and boundary mass matrix, respectively. A
is the double layer potential and B the single layer potential. The subscripts a, h or v speciﬁes either acoustic,
thermal or viscous modes. Further, Equation (7) is split
into its Cartesian components. The discretized equations will be coupled through the boundary conditions
expressed in local normal and tangential form as
T = τa p a + τ h p h = 0
∂pa
∂ph
+ φh
+ vv,n
vb,n = φa
∂n
∂n
∂pa
∂ph
vb,t = φa
+ φh
+ vv,t
∂t
∂t

Combining Equation (17), (19) and (22) results in
∂vb,t
− φ a Δt p a − φ h Δt p h
∂t 


+ N1 ◦ B−1
vv,n
v Av

 −1 
+ N2 ◦ Bv Av vv,t = 0

The above is later used to assemble the ﬁnal system
of equations. Coupling of FEM and BEM is achieved
through the tangential and normal derivatives. By taking
the normal derivative of the isothermal boundary condition, Equation (12), and utilizing the normal derivative
of Equation (13), an expression for the normal acoustic
pressure derivative can be established

(12)
(13)
(14)

With T being the temperature, τa and τh are frequency
dependent complex constant relating pa and ph to the
temperature. Similar φa and φh are frequency dependent complex constants deﬁned from ﬂuid viscosity. The
boundary velocity can be speciﬁed from the normal and
tangential velocities vb,n and vb,t , respectively. It is important to note that ∂/∂t is the tangential derivative and
not related to time. To account for the change in basis,
a coordinate transformation between local and Cartesian
coordinates are necessary, given by
vv,x = nx vv,n + tx vv,t

(15)

vv,y = ny vv,n + ty vv,t

(16)

∂pa
τh ∂ph
=−
=
∂n
τa ∂n


φa − φh

τa
τh

−1
(vb,n − vv,n ) (24)

The above is used to rewrite Equation (8) and (9), into
the form


−Ka + ka2 Ma pa

−1
(25)
τa
(vb,n − vv,n )
= −Θa φa − φh
τh

The general idea is to couple the discretized equations
through the boundary conditions. Since the viscous velocity is considered rotational, ∇ · vv = 0, it must obey
the following in local coordinates

τa
Ah ph + Bh
τh

∂vv,n
∂vv,t
+
=0
(17)
∂n
∂t
It is further possible to relate the normal viscous velocity
to the Cartesian description through
vv,n = nx ◦ vv,x + ny ◦ vv,y

(23)



τa
φa − φh
τh

−1
(vb,n − vv,n ) = 0 (26)

Using Equation (17), (23), (25) and (26), a complete system of equations can be established, with the system matrix H given by
⎡

H11
⎢ 0
H=⎢
⎣ φ a ∇t
−φa Δt

(18)

Where ◦ is the so-called Hardamard product, or elementwise product. Taking the normal derivative of Equation
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0
Ah
φ h ∇t
−φh Δt

H13
H23
0
H43

⎤
0
0 ⎥
⎥
I ⎦
H44

(27)
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and the matrix entries deﬁned as
H11 = −Ka − ka2 Ma

−1
τa
H13 = −Θa φa − φh
τh

−1
τa
τa
H23 = −Bh
φa − φh
τh
τh
 −1 
H43 = N1 ◦ Bv Av


H44 = N2 ◦ B−1
v Av
The right-hand side vector becomes
⎤
⎡
−1
Θa vb,n
− φa − φh ττha
⎥
⎢
−1
⎥
⎢ τa
f = ⎢ − τh (φa − φh ) Bh vb,n ⎥
⎣
⎦
v

for the coarsest mesh of Figure 2 was performed. Simulation results are seen in Figure 3, comparing FEM with
the FEM-BEM coupled formulation. Both FEM simulations for the coarse mesh and a similar mesh utilizing
a frequency dependent one element boundary layer are
shown. The FEM-BEM implementation shows a reduced
error over a broad range of frequencies as compared to
FEM, using signiﬁcantly fever degrees of freedom. But
near 2kHz, the resonance of the viscometer, the errors of
the two methods are more comparable. Especially, the
FEM with a single element boundary layer mesh seems to
show a more stable error behavior around the resonance.
The FEM-BEM implementation has an increase in error
for low frequencies.

(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)

Secondly, a series of convergence studies were performed
for seven gradually increasing mesh densities, shown in
Figure 2. Convergence of a large amount of frequencies
were carried out. Figure 4 show four studies below the
resonance frequency. In general FEM shows well convergence behavior. On the other hand, both BEM and
FEM-BEM have more complicated convergence behavior. Especially, as frequency decreases and mesh density
increases. A proposed explanation is the use of ﬁnite
diﬀerence as coupling method. Since, as frequency decreases the pressure in the domain becomes more and
more uniform. With increasing mesh density the nodal
pressure values will become near equal, resulting in near
zero values, when using ﬁnite diﬀerence to evaluate the
pressure derivatives. It should be noted that for higher
frequencies and near resonance the BEM shows very good
convergence, having a signiﬁcant lower error for a similar amount of degrees of freedom compared to FEM.
Nonetheless, it has been necessary to leave out these results.

(33)

b,t

−∇t vb,t

and the resulting complete coupled FEM and BEM system is
⎤
⎡
pa
⎢ ph ⎥
⎥
(34)
H⎢
⎣vv,n ⎦ = f
vv,t
Making it possible to solve for the domain acoustic pressure pa and the boundary variables ph ,vv,n and vv,t . It
should be noted that the coupled FEM and BEM formulation inherits the same tangential derivative ﬁnite difference scheme as in the pure BEM.

Test case
The new coupled FEM-BEM approach is in the following
compared against the regular FEM and BEM implementations with losses. To evaluate the methods a simple
two dimensional study case of a viscometer like geometry were performed. Similar to the Greenspan viscometer
found in [14]. A description of dimensions and boundary
conditions are seen in Figure 1. All methods are compared against a reference FEM simulation with 7 million
degrees of freedom.

Figure 2: Diﬀerent meshes used to evaluate the performance
of the diﬀerent numerical implementations. All elements are
second order Lagrange elements.
Figure 1: Two dimensional viscometer geometry with dimensions and boundary conditions. The boundary conditions
are an boundary velocity of 1 [m/s] on the left boundary and
all boundaries being isothermal and following the no-slip conditions.

Conclusion
A comparison of the existing full numerical implementations with losses was presented. Further a new coupled FEM and BEM formulation was derived and implemented, showing an extended reduction of error over a
broad range of frequencies compared to the FEM. Unfortunately, convergence studies show only poor or no
convergence. Especially, low frequencies are problematic,
presumably due to the use of ﬁnite diﬀerence as coupling
method.

One of the main ideas behind the coupling of FEM and
BEM for modeling of viscous and thermal losses is to
avoid meshing of boundary layers, but still utilizing a
domain method, making evaluation of ﬁeld points unnecessary. This statement is tested with two types of
simulations. Firstly, a study of the error over frequency
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Figure 3: Average relative magnitude error in the canal
using the coarsest mesh in Figure 2. The blue line is the error
for the new coupled FEM and BEM approach, the black line is
the error with FEM and the dashed black line is the error for
FEM but with an added frequency depended single element
boundary layer mesh.
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Figure 4: Convergence at diﬀerent frequencies below the
resonance frequency of the viscometer. (a) 1025 Hz (b) 925
Hz (c) 725 Hz (d) 525. Meshes used are those of Figure 2.
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